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E TV Principles of Geography and Navigation ;
in two Parts . Part 1. containing the Theory
of the true Figure and Dimensions of the Earth , de¬
duced from actual Mensuration , and applied to a just
Construction of Maps and Charts for Land and Sea
Use . The whole exemplified in a new geographical
Chart for Europe , and a large Sea Chart to seventy
Degrees of Latitude ; both which are adapted to the
spheroidical Figure of the Earth , and the Degrees of
each are divided into Minutes , with a Solution of all
the Cafes of Sailing on this new Elliptic Chart.
Part 2. containing a Table of Meridional Parts , calcu¬
lated for the Spheroid, to every Minute of Latitude,
from the Measure of a Degree at the Equator . By
Don George Juan , and Don Antoine de Ulloa , with
a Solution of the several Cases of Sailing by it . Also
new astronomical Principles of Navigation , and an im¬
proved mechanical Theory of Working a Ship, with a
Table of the Sun’s Declination , and Place in the
Ecliptic . By Benjamin Martin . Price 10s. 6d. half
bound.
Lingua Britannica Reformata ; or a new Universal
English Dictionary , under the following Titles , viz.

x. Universal ; Containing a Definition , and Expli¬
cation of all the Words now used in the English
Tongue , in every Art , Science, Faculty or Trade.
2. Etymological ; Exhibiting and explaining the
true Etymon or Original of Words , from their respec¬
tive Mother Tongues , the Latin , Greek , Hebrew and
Saxon ; and their Idioms, the French , Italian , Spanish,
German , Dutch , &c.
3. Orthographical ; Directing the true Pronuncia¬
tion of Words , by single and double Accents ; and by
indicating the Number of Syllables in Words where
they are doubtful , by a numerical Figure.
5. Diacritical ; Enumerating the various Significa¬
tions of Words in a proper Order , viz . Etymological,
Common , Figurative , Poetical, Humorous , Tech¬
nical , &c. in a Manner not before attempted.
6. Philological ; Explaining all the Words and
Terms , according to the modern Improvements in the
.
various
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various Philological Sciences , viz . Grammar , Rhetoric,
Logic , Metaphysics, Mythology , Theology , Ethics , &c.
7. Mathematical ; not only explaining all the Words
in Arithmetic , Algebra , Logarithms , Fluxions , Geo¬
metry, Conies, Dialling , Navigation , &c. according
to the modern Newtonian Mathesis ; but the Terms
of Art are illustrated by proper Examples , and Copper
Plate Figures.
8. Philosophical ; explaining all Words and Terms
in Astronomy, Geography , Optics , Hydrostatics, Acoustics, Mechanics , Perspective, &c. according to
the latest Discoveries and Improvements in this Part of
Literature . By Benjamin Martin . Price bound 6s.
The History of Astronomy
, with its Application to
Geography, History and Chronology, occasionally exem¬
plified by the Globes. By George Costard, M . A.
Vicar of Twickenham in Middlesex. In one Volume,
Quarto . Price ios . 6d, bound in the Vellum Manner.
Chronological Tables of Universal Hijlory, Sacred
and Profane, Ecclefiajlical and Civil, from the Crea¬
tion of the World to the Year 1743. With a Prelimi¬
nary Discourse on the short Method of Studying His¬
tory ; and a Catalogue of Books necessary for that
Purpose ; with some Remarks on them. By Abbe
Lenglet Dufresnoy . In two Parts . Translated from
the last French Edition , and continued down to the
Death of King George the Second. Price bound 12 s.
A New and accurate Syjlem of Natural Hijlory,
containing , 1. The History of Quadrupedes , including
amphibious Animals , Frogs and Lizards , with their
Properties and Uses in Medicine . 2. The History of
Birds, with the Method of bringing up those of the
singing Kind . 3. The History of Fishes and Serpents,
including Sea-Turtles , Crustaceous and Shell Fishes ;
with their medicinal Uses. 4 . The History of Insects,
with their Properties and Uses in Medicine . 5. The
History of Waters , Earths , Stones, Fossils, and Mi¬
nerals j with their Virtues , Properties , and medicinal
Uses : To which is added, the Method in which Lin¬
næus has treated these Subjects . 6. The History of
Vegetables, as well foreign as indigenous, including
an Account of the Roots , Barks , Woods , Leaves,
Flowers , Fruits , Seeds, Resins, Gums , and concreted
Juices y
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Juices ; as also their Properties , Virtues , and Uses in
Medicine ; together with the Method of cultivating
those planted in Gardens . By R . Brookes, M . D.
Author of the General Practice of Physic. In Six
Volumes . Price bound i 1. is.
The Elements of Heraldry; containing a clear De¬
scription and concise historical Account of that ancient,
useful, and entertaining Science.
The Origin , Antiquity , and divers Kinds of Coats
of Arms, with their essential and integral Parts consi¬
dered separately. The several Sorts of Escutcheons,
Tinctures , Charges and Ornaments used for Coats of
Arms . The Marks whereby Bearers of the fame Coats
of Arms are distinguished from each other . Charges
formed of Ordinaries , Celestial Figures , Animals, Birds,
Fishes, Vegetables , Artificial and Chimerical Figures.
The Laws of Heraldry ; practical Directions for Mar¬
shalling Coats of Arms, and the Order of Precedency.
Embellished with several fine Cuts , and 24 Copper
plates , containing above 500 different Examples of Es¬
cutcheons , Arms , &c. and interspersed with the Na¬
tural History, and allegorical Signification of the several
Species of Birds , Beasts, Fishes, &c. comprehended in
this Treatise . To which is annexed a Dictionary
ot the Technical Terms made Use os in Heraldry . By
Mark Anthony Porny , French Master at Eton College.
Price bound 6 s.
In .'erejl improved; Shewing from a small Table , by
a New , Easy , and Concise Method , 1. Rules for
finding the Number of Days from one Month to an¬

other , Sic. in all the different Cases. ' 2. The Interest
for any Sum, Rate and Number of Days ; likewise its
Use in Discompt ; also what any annual Sum is per
Day , and daily Sum per Annum , &c. 3. A new
Method of obtaining the Parts expressing Money ; In¬
terest for Years ; with the Solution of several new Ques¬
tions in Stocks, Brokerage, &c. 4. A Supplement,
giving the Construction of the Table ; where, by one
easy Process only , the fame is performed by the Pen.
Making the whole useful, for ail Academies, Schools,
Merchants , Brokers , Clerks , and Accomptants . By
Charles Brent . Price bound 2 s. „

